1

The first hole features the only tree in play on the golf course.
Dog leg right to a green guarded by bunkers on both
sides and a desert cliff’s edge long.Approach shots will run
right to left off the slope of the two-tiered green.

2

Club selection is important to this large green. Shots aimed
left should roll back down to the middle of the green. A miss
short right provides a makeable up and down, especially to
the challenging back right tier.

3

Favour the right-hand side of the fairway as the creek left is
in play off the drive, and crosses the fairway again 225 yards
from the green. A well-positioned second shot is important
to hit the correct part of this challenging green.

4

Club selection and accuracy are important on this par 3.
With a challenging bunker in front and a steep drop off
just left of the green, be weary of aiming for a left pin,
especially if the wind is a factor!

5

One of the easiest holes for men, this par 5 is reachable
in 2 with a good drive. If laying up, be sure to place
your second shot in the fairway for a good look at
the green. Avoid both greenside bunkers at all costs.

6

Avoid going OB left off the tee. The hole opens up right
with an extra fairway down below. Aim for the left side of
the green on approach as everything will funnel to the right.
Distance control is key to this large green separated by a ridge.

7

Grip it and rip it to this wide fairway with OB left.
A precise wedge shot to a raised green with trouble
behind will give you a good look at birdie.

8

A quirky hole. Long hitters can challenge the green off the tee,
but be weary as the green drops off into fescue and hazard. A lay up
to the end of the fairway is smart. Club selection into the narrow
green is key. Be on the correct side of this two-tiered green.

9

The closing hole of the front nine is both scenic and
challenging. A drive by the 150 marker is important
and will make for an easier approach shot. Avoid bunkers
long and short left. Par is always a good score.
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10

This hole features a water hazard left that is in play off the
tee. A correctly aimed tee shot will leave a wedge into this
two-tiered green. Favour the right side of the green on
approach as the left bunker provides a challenge.

11

Entering the residential area of the golf course, this par 5 is
surrounded by beautiful homes on both sides. Good shots
will garner good results on this hole. Be careful not to fly the
green as there is a drop off and cliff hazard behind.

12

The centre of the green is never bad on this par 3 with cliffs
left and houses right. A putt from the back of the green to
a front pin is very quick, so be cautious on speed.

13

An elevated tee shot and dog leg right over the creek.
Long hitters can make it over the creek on a calm day. If laying
up, favour the right of the fairway for a shorter approach.

14

A beautiful par 3 over desert fescue. You want to be on the
correct tier of this green to avoid a nasty putt. Adjust
accordingly for wind and elevation, swing smooth, and
you might just get a hole in one!

15

This long and narrow fairway slopes right to left with
hazard on the left. Drives down the right side of the
fairway will roll down to the centre. Do not go long on
approach as the hazard snakes its way behind the green.

16

This hole becomes a beast from the back tees, but it boasts
one of the best views on the course. If visiting, it’s worth the
drive up to the top tees to take in the view. Aim right for the shortest
carry. On the slightly uphill approach, right is a better miss than left.

17

This downhill par 3 is often made challenging by wind.
Club selection is key. Try to be on the proper section of
this large, undulating green for a good look at birdie.

18

A tricky closing hole that can be attacked with well struck shots.
Choose how much to bite off over the hazard from the tee. The
hole becomes narrow after the tee shot with hazard on both
sides and bunkers surrounding the large three-tiered green.
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